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To pray all ways is the unspoken admonition
that is cleverly hidden in the spoken
request of Jesus, “Pray always.” To learn
how to “pray always” is to master the art of

learning how to pray in all ways and at all times.
This does not mean that we must enter some
remote and secluded monastery, but rather that we
must find a new definition of prayer. To pray has,
over the centuries, meant to engage in vocal or in
silent prayers. Praying has meant being faithful to
special times of prayer that are set aside from the
daily routines of life. But surely Jesus has not called
all his followers to abandon all other activities of
family, life, and work to continually and solely
engage in such times of prayer. What he does call us
to is a life lived in communion with him and with
his Father. That living-communion is itself prayer,
prayer which permeates all we engage in. It is the
highest form of prayer to which we give the name of
contemplation. Are we not all called to live out
such a prayer, the prayer of contemplation?

This book is an attempt to speak about ways in
which we can pray all ways. We will consider in the
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following pages how we can pray with our eyes, with
our nose, our feet—and at those times we might not
think were prayerful. To pray all ways is to find one-
self involved in prayerful communion with God
while feasting and fasting, while having fun and at
play, while playing the fool and even while crying.
The different activities of our daily lives are not dis-
tractions from prayer, but rather the rich soil for
prayer.

Such environmental and around-the-clock
praise and prayer requires various virtues. It
requires that we learn how to transform the myster-
ies of pain and suffering into worship. To pray all
ways will call for a renewed sense of patience—the
test of inner, or spiritual, balance for those who
wish to become artists of prayer. Simplicity is also a
necessary ingredient in both our lifestyles and in
our prayer expressions, since it allows us the free-
dom necessary to be in touch with our inner selves
and with the Spirit of the God of Love as well.
Since prayer is the experience of, as well as the
preparation for, the coming of the kingdom, it is
also a form of compassionate service. All commun-
ion with God leads us to behave like gods, to be
compassionate. Our work becomes apostolic not
simply because we place a name tag on our activities
that says “this is apostolic,” but because it is in the
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living tradition of the apostles. They were men of
prayer who lived out the admonition of their spiri-
tual master and Lord to “pray always”—and all
ways. When prayer becomes the pattern for all that
we do, then we will find that compassionate service
will be natural to us. Until we have learned how to
pray all ways the danger is that we will replace
prayer with work and some acts of kindness. But if
these activities, regardless of how much good seems
to be happening, are separated from a heart that is
praying, they cease to be apostolic, fruitful, and
redemptive. They become simply good deeds.

May this book awaken your heart to all the dif-
ferent ways in which you can pray as you care for
your home, go about your daily work, and live out
your unique vocation. It is only a beginning; may it
be a pattern for prayer that knows no hour or day
but is alive always.
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